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Language plays a pivotal role in the evolution of human culture, yet the
evolution of the capacity for language—uniquely within the hominin
lineage—remains little understood. Bringing together insights from cognitive psychology, neuroscience, archaeology and behavioural ecology, we
hypothesize that this singular occurrence was triggered by exaptation, or
‘hijacking’, of existing cognitive mechanisms related to sequential processing
and motor execution. Observed coupling of the communication system with
circuits related to complex action planning and control supports this proposition, but the prehistoric ecological contexts in which this coupling may
have occurred and its adaptive value remain elusive. Evolutionary reasoning
rules out most existing hypotheses regarding the ecological context of
language evolution, which focus on ultimate explanations and ignore
proximate mechanisms. Coupling of communication and motor systems,
although possible in a short period on evolutionary timescales, required a
multi-stepped adaptive process, involving multiple genes and gene networks.
We suggest that the behavioural context that exerted the selective pressure to
drive these sequential adaptations had to be one in which each of the systems
undergoing coupling was independently necessary or highly beneficial, as
well as frequent and recurring over evolutionary time. One such context
could have been the teaching of tool production or tool use. In the present
study, we propose the Cognitive Coupling hypothesis, which brings together
these insights and outlines a unifying theory for the evolution of the capacity
for language.
This article is part of the theme issue ‘Bridging cultural gaps: interdisciplinary studies in human cultural evolution’.

1. The problem of language evolution
Understanding how the capacity for language evolved is a difficult problem,
because it is unique to humans, because its computational nature and brain
basis are poorly understood, and because the successive stages of its evolution
left no fossil record. The problems of the evolution of language and of the cognitive
capacities that support it extend over a wide range of disciplines, from comparative
ethology to neuroscience, psychology and linguistics, but loom particularly large
in evolutionary biology, where the emergence of language has been described as
one of a few ‘major evolutionary transitions’ [1]. What made this transition possible? Answering this question is like finding a missing piece of a puzzle from
which many other pieces are also missing, and over which there is no consensus
as to how the ‘big picture’ should look. The shape of the sought-after piece can
still be pondered, but to do so meaningfully requires that assumptions be made
about the other missing pieces and how they might fit together.
Some of these pieces are highlighted by different questions that may be asked
about the origin of language, each portraying a different perspective on the topic.
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Figure 1. A schematic illustration of the premises and the reasoning underlying the proposed Cognitive Coupling account of language evolution.
What is language? What are the cognitive mechanisms that are
involved in language learning and use? What are the roles of
cultural exposure and of neural plasticity in the development
of an individual’s linguistic capacity? What was language’s
original function? What features of language are common to
humans and to other apes’ behaviour, and what are different—qualitatively or quantitatively? How much specific
evolutionary adaptation was required for language, and how
much of it relied on domain-general mechanisms?
In this paper, we address a very specific, yet critically
important aspect of the question of language emergence:
what was the ecological–behavioural context that made
proto-language adaptive and triggered its emergence? We
begin by stating and motivating, in §2, our assumptions
regarding the nature of language, which differ in important
respects from those that underlie the two major classes of linguistic theories. In §3, we discuss some open questions in
language evolution in light of our view of language and of
the standard methodology in computational cognitive science,
which calls for multiple levels of explanation. In §4, we revisit
our central question and mention some of the answers that
have been proposed for it. Section 5 briefly discusses some of
the relevant findings on the brain basis of language. In §6,
we lay out our hypothesis, the Cognitive Coupling (COCO)
hypothesis: in the context of the teaching of tool use, brain
mechanisms involved in hierarchical planning and in sequential control of actions were coupled with brain mechanisms
in charge of social communication, giving rise to the capacity
for language (figure 1). Section 7 lists evidence that supports
this hypothesis. Finally, in §8 we summarize our argument
and outline directions for future work.

2. Our background assumptions: what language
is ‘for’ and what it is like
The problem of language evolution looks particularly daunting when seen through the lens of both reigning paradigms

in linguistics: the formalist and the functionalist (see [2] for
the motivation of these terms). In this section, we briefly
state these two approaches, then outline a third, which we
favour and which we claim offers a better foundation for
an evolutionary understanding of the emergence of language.

(a) The formalist view
On the formalist account, language is a formal system (in the
technical sense of the phrase; [3])—a set of generative rules or
grammar that licenses a discrete infinity of well-formed
strings of symbols or sentences, to each of which it assigns
a hierarchical tree-like structure. The primary use of language
is taken to be the structuring of thoughts, with its use for
communication being considered ‘ancillary’ [4]. Although
both thinking and communication are presumed to involve
the generation and analysis of ‘meanings’, formalist linguistics does not favour a specific approach to semantics, which
is seen conceptually as secondary to syntax and which, as a
discipline, appears to lag behind theories of syntax (e.g.
[5]). For a detailed critical discussion of the formalist
approach to language, see Edelman [6,7].
Because the possession of a formal generative grammar
implies an ability to generate an infinity of structured sentences that no finite amount of training data can possibly
motivate without a ‘quantum leap’ of generalization,1 formalists have traditionally shunned questions of evolution
altogether, or else resorted to ‘singular mutation’ accounts
(such as the one behind the Merge operation; e.g. [9,10]).
Chomsky, in particular, favours viewing the emergence of
language as having been due to a unique ‘discontinuity’
(for a recent recap of that view, see [4]), perhaps acting on
his own earlier advice (‘It is perfectly safe to attribute this
development [of innate mental structure] to ‘natural selection’, so long as we realize that there is no substance to this
assertion’; [11, p. 97]). We note that the continued tendency
to regard language evolution as a ‘mystery’ (as per the title
of [12]) is actually a reasonable stance for the formalists, not
only because of the problematicity of the all-important
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(b) The functionalist view

(c) Our view
In contrast to the formalist and functionalist approaches, we
suggest an alternative view of language and adopt it as a working hypothesis ([6,7]; see [16,17] for similar earlier approaches).
It does not postulate the existence of infinitely generative rules
(a grammar), nor does it assume that people speak in complete,
well-formed sentences that possess a uniquely linguistic kind
of recursive structure. Furthermore, we do not accept that
language is primarily ‘for’ either thinking (as per the current
Minimalist Grammar version of formalist linguistic theory) or
communication, construed as exchanging coded meanings
(as per the functionalist approach). Rather, we assume that
language constitutes a toolkit that effectively supports an individual in influencing the state and the behaviour of others (and
perhaps also self; this notion is discussed, e.g. in [14,18–21]).
This system’s sophistication transcends anything found in the
rest of the animal kingdom, yet its basic computational principles and neural mechanisms, including those that give rise
to sequential and hierarchical structure, are closely related to
those underlying animal signalling and social interaction.
Importantly, this view highlights the role of language as a
means of communication, but—as opposed to some previous

(d) Implications for the questions about language
evolution
Giving up the formalist conceptions of grammar and wellformedness makes it easier for us (as it would for certain
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On the functionalist account, language is ‘for’ communication,
which makes it inherently social and also elevates semantics
and, more generally, concepts and cognition, to a position of primary importance in linguistic theory. Grammar still plays a
central role as the tool for encoding meanings into a form that
can be easily transmitted via the available gestural (acoustic or
other) channel and for decoding the messages on the receiving
end. Because they assume that communication between cognitive agents is the overarching goal, functionalist approaches to
grammar do, however, tend to be better integrated with theories
of cognition, by positing computational mechanisms that are
shared between conceptual and linguistic processes (e.g. [13]).
Because functionalist theories still involve the concepts of
grammar and well-formedness, they pose the same conceptual
problems, and give rise to the same tensions with regard to
empirical findings, as do formalist theories (examples include
positing intricate rules that involve hidden structures and
having to garner behavioural and neural evidence for these
rules and structures; see [7] for details and discussion). This
problematicity extends to, and is amplified in, the context of
the origins of language, where functionalists need to explain
not only the emergence of well-formedness (and of course
infinite generativity), but also of the kind of code coordination
that would make the sharing of meanings possible.
While the evolution of both these traits has been
demonstrated in agent-based computational simulations (e.g.
[14,15]), these had been geared from the outset towards
rewarding effective and properly (i.e. compositionally) structured messaging, leaving open the question of our main
concern: the initial ecological context and adaptive value
of these traits for agents who prior to the emergence of
full-blown language had had no use for either structure or
compositional meaning.

accounts—communication is construed as the interlocutors
being able to influence each others’ (and their own) cognitive
and behavioural processes by linguistic means [22]. This take
on communication works not just for the many types of
situations that require ‘mere’ steering of thinking or behaviour
in a desirable direction, but also for conveying complex
information, such as the design for a complex mechanical contraption or an entire strategic hunting plan. In these latter
scenarios, people rely heavily on conceptual—that is, perceptual, abstract and motor—knowledge that their interlocutors
possess ahead of time and that need not be (and cannot be)
included in the ‘messages’ that are being exchanged (cf. [16]).
The construal of language as an instance of a system of
social interaction suggests that in order to understand the evolution of the capacity for language from, and based on, the
cognitive substrates that preceded it, it would be instructive
to consider the elements that it shares with communication systems in other animals, particularly apes, which were likely to
have been in existence in our most recent common ancestor,
as well as those aspects in which language differs from such
communication systems (cf. [23]). As noted by Ackermann
et al. [24], ape vocalizations lack the kind of sequential
(let alone hierarchical) structure that characterizes language;
in comparison, the emotional modulation and social uses of
vocal gestures is similar in apes and humans, and apes, like
humans, are capable of planning and carrying out structured
behaviours in domains other than language.
This makes it feasible for the coupling of the capacity for
structured behaviour with communication-related traits (such
as the intent for affecting the state of others) to have emerged
in the hominin line by a sequence of minimal steps (changes
in brain circuitry), each of which was adaptive. A relevant
observation here is that the primary features of language
that distinguish it from ape communication systems are supported by neural mechanisms that play prominent roles in
other areas of ape behaviour. In particular, the processing
of serial order and hierarchical structure, including longdistance dependencies in space and time, are necessary for
behaviours such as primate tool use, navigation, foraging
and social action.
Following the hypothesized sequence of adaptations,
language became characterized by serial order and hierarchical
structure and dependencies, imposed over vocal (or other physical) gestures that may be individually and/or jointly referential
[25]. Language also acquired a number of distinctive social
characteristics (in addition to those that it shares with other
behaviours [26]). Some of these specifically human traits are
the intentional use of language to affect others’ states and behaviours [27], while tailoring the verbal means to the recipient;
propensity for extended dialogic interaction [28]; a vast, learning-intensive, socially acquired component that dwarfs its
innate foundation [29]; and a critical role in humans’ capacity
for innovation [30]. Importantly, elements of each of these,
from the so-called theory of mind to a combination of innate,
learned, and invented behaviours, can be found in non-human
ape communication, but are severely constrained and limited
compared to their ubiquitous role in humans [31–34].
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point mutation as the key explanatory move, but also because
of the dearth of unequivocal empirical (behavioural and
neurobiological) support for the generative hypothesis
(see [6], §5a, for a detailed discussion and references).
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With the literature on language evolution growing apace (see
the recent special issue of Psychonomic Bulletin & Review for a
sample, [23], as well as [35]), the range of research questions
that are being entertained is very broad. To impose some
structure on these, we invoke a methodological consideration
that has long been standard in evolutionary, behavioural and
cognitive sciences: the notion of levels of explanation. In evolutionary biology, these include Mayr’s distinction between
proximate and ultimate causes [36,37]. In ethology, there is
Tinbergen’s [38] fourfold distinction among questions of survival value, ontogeny, evolution and causal powers of a trait.
Finally, in computational cognitive science, there are the three
levels of explanation identified by Marr & Poggio [39–41]:
the levels of problem; representation and algorithm; and
implementation (see [42] for a discussion of evolution in
this context).
The various levels of explanation are not independent: as
one of us pointed out in connection to vision [39,43] and
language [6,7], a specific assumption made on one level has
implications, sometimes negative, for the directions in which
inquiry on other levels proceeds. With regard to language, in
particular, getting the problem-level answer or assumption
wrong can prevent us from understanding how it works in
the computational sense, or how it has evolved [6].
The interdependence of the levels of explanation suggests
that the answers to the many questions arising from language
evolution are also connected to one another. For instance, a
saltatory as opposed to a gradualist account is made more
plausible by assuming that there is one key feature (such as
the Merge operation that purportedly allows recursion; [4])
that makes language what it is (and different from other
animal signalling and communication systems). Given that
Merge and recursion, as well as the broader notion of grammar, have no bearing on the question of how gestures can be,
or have become, referential, it is not surprising that the formalist linguistic theory built around these concepts posits that
language is primarily ‘for’ internal thought, largely skirting
the problem of reference. Rejecting, as we do, the formal
notion of grammar (and the conceptual centrality of Merge)
thus leads to a completely different set of takes on the
questions of saltation/gradualism and reference.
Adopting the popular alternative assumption regarding
what language is ‘for’—communication, as per functionalist
linguistics—suggests other answers to these questions and
brings to the fore yet another set of issues. In particular, it
becomes critically important to determine how language relates

4. The question we address: what could have
been the ecological– behavioural context that
made proto-language adaptive?
A popular way of framing this question is by focusing on ‘the
adaptive value of the first word’ ([53, p. 165]). Assuming, as
we do, that language is ‘for’ influencing others [14,16,18,20]
implies that the context we are interested in must be a
social one, but this leaves open a rather broad range of
possible ecological –behavioural contexts. A principled
exploration of this range may be facilitated by the explicit
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3. Structuring the open questions about
language and its evolution

to honest signalling [44–46]. Furthermore, given that communication is by definition a social/cultural activity, understanding
the interaction between the genetic evolution of language users
and the cultural evolution of language becomes key, giving rise,
in turn, to questions about the relation between the evolution
of the cognitive capacity for language and the ways in which
language evolves (cf. Hurford’s [47] discussion of the notion
of ‘glossogeny’, which dates back to Jacobson and earlier
work in linguistics). It also brings to mind queries as to which
aspects of language acquisition are developmental, dependent
on cultural exposure, and which are innate, a product of
evolutionary adaptation.
As already noted, our take on language diverges from
the standard functionalist one (albeit not so drastically as it
differs from that of formalist linguistics). On the abstract computational level, our view holds that language users aim to
influence the cognitive state, and accordingly the behaviour
of others (and of themselves, when resorting to internal
speech). This implies that the key computational problem
that the cognitive system needs to address is choosing what
to say next (note that this is a subset of the general problem
in the control of behaviour, which is deciding what to do
next; [7,48]). On the level of representation and algorithms,
language production is supported by a system of options
structured like a graph, whose nodes correspond to the discrete combinatorial elements of language—phonemes on
one level; morphemes or words on another [49–51]. Paths
through this graph, which correspond to the (multimodal;
[48]) utterances, are constructed by the speaker ‘on the fly’
during production, by an algorithm that is akin to competitive queuing [52], subject to a number of dynamically
applied constraints, which include real-time social feedback;
the listener’s own version of the graph mediates the processes
(and the resulting effects) on the receiving side. Finally, on
the level of neural implementation, the use of language,
similar to any other behaviour, involves activity that is distributed over most of the brain; some particularly relevant
circuits are discussed in §5 below (see also [7]).
We note that our problem-level view of the nature of
language places it much closer than other accounts to other
behaviours, including those of other species; the same holds
for the algorithms that shape language behaviour and the
brain circuits that implement them. Thus, we expect our
approach to be more amenable to integration with evolutionary
theory than formalist and functionalist ones. With the juststated conception of language in mind, we now turn to the
specific question of the adaptive value of language and the
context of its emergence.

rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org

other functionalist approaches) to resolve other problematic
ideas associated with these conceptions. One such idea that
we can safely set aside is that babies learn infinite productivity
and structural perfection—traits found in no other species—
from finite data; another one is that our species evolved such
unique traits from scratch. Furthermore, because we hold
that the basic use of language is social in a manner that
allows for, but does not necessitate, the exchange of perfectly
structured information, our approach is amenable for serving
as a bridge between, on the one hand, theories of animal communication and its evolution, and, on the other hand,
linguistics and the evolution of language.
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As is the case with other behaviours, language engages a
broad coalition of brain areas and circuits ([57 –60]; for a summary, see [7], §5). Although this view is supported by a large
and growing set of neuropsychological findings (in addition
to the general evidence for massive sharing of brain areas
across tasks; [61]), these are commonly still given a conservative interpretation. This interpretation distinguishes between
‘core’ language areas (such as Broca’s), where a lesion results
in a major loss of function, and ‘optional’ ones (e.g. the cerebellum), where lesions may seem to have little, if any
effect on normal functioning.
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5. What we can learn from how language is
implemented in the brain

A closer consideration reveals, however, that both these
observations are open to challenge. First, lesions in a core
language area typically result in a loss of other functions in
addition to language (e.g. [62] on Broca’s area lesions).
Second, lesions in other areas may impair language in ways
that standard tests can easily miss (e.g. [63] on cerebellar
lesions).2 These observations suggest that the brain basis of
language is much broader than commonly thought—a
notion that is entirely in line with Anderson’s [61] Neural
Reuse hypothesis, according to which ‘neural elements originally developed for one purpose are put to multiple uses’.
(See also the broader notion of evolutionary exaptation, [64–
66].) Language evolution, in particular, is thus seen as having
been facilitated by the hijacking of existing brain mechanisms,
which came to be reused for new tasks, while retaining their
old use [57,67,68].3
The category of tasks to which Broca’s area, in particular,
makes a critical contribution offers a hint as to how such
hijacking may have occurred. In addition to its classically
documented involvement in the structural (syntactic) aspects
of language, Broca’s area supports hierarchical structural processing that may or may not be temporal, as, for instance, in
task decomposition [62,69]. As such, it serves as a functional
hub whose capacity for hierarchical computation can be used
both for planning sophisticated action selection for manual
tasks as well as sophisticated communication.4 Furthermore,
there is abundant evidence suggesting that action selection
and the temporal sequencing of elementary actions is
mediated by circuits linking cortical areas (including those
in the frontal lobe, such as Broca’s) and the thalamus with
the basal ganglia (e.g. [52,70]). It has been proposed that
these circuits are central to language (e.g. [71–73]). Indeed,
the striatum, which is the first destination of the cortical projections to the basal ganglia, appears to be absolutely
necessary for language acquisition [74,75].
A detailed two-systems view of language that focuses on
the above circuits has been advanced by Ackermann et al.
[24], who posit one set of mechanisms for the ‘digital’ content
of utterances and the other for the ‘analogue’ prosodic/affective information that they include. They argue that, although
most of the components of each of these two systems are present both in humans and in other primates, non-human
primates lack both the kind of coordination that allows independent control over the two, as well as some circuits that
may be crucial.
The emergence and subsequent epigenetic and genetic
entrenchment of any new circuitry5 would have been particularly favoured by selection if the early hominin brain was
being ‘prepared’ for it by having the relevant functional
connectivity ramped up by the behavioural contexts and
tasks involving proto-language (cf. the Baldwin effect;
[76 –78]). Interestingly, in modern humans, learning to
read—a task that came into existence recently in human
evolution and is unlikely to have had time to significantly
influence human cognition via selection on genetic
variants—causes, over a period of just several months, a significant shift in the pattern of functional connectivity in the
brain [79], demonstrating the potential impact of a novel
task that is accommodated by pre-existing circuitry.6
Similarly, with regard to manual behaviour, changes in functional connectivity were also found in the brains of human
subjects who underwent several months of training in stone
tool knapping [82].
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layout of evolutionary considerations that need to be taken
into account (e.g. [54]).
First and foremost, the ecological –behavioural context
within which the capacity for language evolved (henceforth
the context) was necessarily one whose occurrence did not
rely on the pre-existence of language. In other words:
although once language existed it may have turned out to
be useful, and perhaps necessary, in many contexts, the fundamental setting in which language evolved must have been
one that initially was not facilitated by language at all.
Second, this context must have been one in which alternative outcomes of the involved individuals’ behaviour had
consequences for their fitness, and this context had to recur
on a frequent basis, in the lives of many, and over multiple generations. In order to drive evolutionary change that would give
rise to language, these outcomes must have been influenced by
the extent to which communication between the individuals
was successful.
Third, the context we seek is one in which the interests of the
involved individuals are largely aligned. This stems from the fact
that language does not have an inherent mechanism that assures
honest signalling [44], and it seems highly unlikely that such an
elaborate communication system, which is demanding of all
individuals involved, and which has the potential to be easily
used for deception, would evolve outside of a context in which
all involved stand to benefit greatly from successful communication and transfer of knowledge. Although not exclusively, a
situation in which most communicators are kin seems the
most likely in this context [54–56].
Finally, although not absolutely necessary, it seems reasonable to assume that the context that gave rise to language, given
language’s flexibility, open-endedness and being itself a cultural construct, would have been one that would change at a
rate that requires cultural transmission of knowledge, perhaps
because genetic adaptation to the environmental challenge
would be too slow. This further suggests that the setting may
be one in which niche construction and co-evolution of the
context and the language that is involved in its facilitation
may take place. It also seems likely that steps along the
process occurred in the form of a Baldwin effect: that
plasticity in the use of the communication system supported
successful coping with the challenge provided by the ecological context, and that selection favoured individuals who
happened to be better cognitively pre-adapted to this means
of communication, gradually giving rise to the innate capacity
for language that characterizes modern humans.
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(a) Hypotheses about the origin of language
The problem of explaining the origin of language has been
eloquently posed by Premack [88, p. 282]:
Human language is an embarrassment for evolutionary theory
because it is vastly more powerful than one can account for in
terms of selective fitness. A semantic language with simple mapping rules, of a kind one might suppose that the chimpanzee
would have, appears to confer all the advantages one normally
associates with discussions of mastodon hunting or the like.
For discussions of that kind, syntactic classes, structure-dependent rules, recursion and the rest, are overly powerful devices,
absurdly so.

(b) A possible scenario
Here is how the sequence of events underlying and driving
language evolution could have proceeded, according to the
scenario we just outlined. At the beginning of the evolutionary
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6. The hypothesis: cognitive coupling in the
context of tool production

A number of suggestions have been put forth regarding the
origin of language, framing the question in various ways
and accordingly focusing on different aspects that may be
related to it [23,45]. One widely cited model, the gossip
theory, suggests that language evolved in the context of
increasing hominid group size, allowing this growth by providing an efficient means to exchange information about nonpresent individuals [89,90]. According to this approach, this
is a necessity that arises when the group reaches a size at
which most individuals cannot spend the majority of their
time with one another.
Other approaches, along similar or related lines of
reasoning, suggest that language emerged as a means of communication that would replace one-on-one grooming or would
increase group cohesion through ritual [46,89,91]. Another
model, the hunting coordination theory [92,93], suggests that
language emerged as a means of coordinating complex activities that demanded planning ahead of time and during which
the participants could not communicate due to limited physical
proximity. Yet another model suggests that language, similar
to bird song and courtship displays, evolved as a response to
pressures of sexual selection or for the establishment of social
status ([94], and see [95,96]).
A detailed discussion of these ideas is beyond the scope of
the present paper. We believe that each of these theories has
some merit and the mechanisms they posit may have had a
role in some phase of language evolution, particularly once
language had already developed. However, each of them
fails to account for the origin of language, for at least one of a
number of reasons. The majority of these theories propose ultimate explanations for language, i.e. they explain what its use
may have been once it emerged, but ignore the proximate
mechanism by which language could have evolved, in such a
manner that every step in the process of its evolution was independently advantageous. Thus, it may be useful to talk about a
person, object or ambush plan that are out of sight, but it is
unclear how such an ability could have gradually evolved [54].
Another point of weakness in some theories such as sexual
selection is that it is unclear how and why language would
become referential, or why these selective forces, similar to
those that many species experience, would lead to language
in humans but not in other organisms (discussed in, e.g.
[23]). We suggest that the scenarios regarding the origins of
language that have been proposed thus far either do not take
into account the evolutionary considerations outlined in §4 or
do not fulfil the requirement that the context include simultaneous use of brain circuits involved in temporal sequencing
of behaviour and in communication.
An ongoing debate is whether language evolution
included an early phase of gestural communication that
was later replaced by vocal utterances [20,31,92] or whether
it arose directly from vocal communication skills that preceded it (discussed in [32]). It has been pointed out that
the dichotomy between gestural and vocal origins may be
false, because both may have taken place contemporaneously
[67]. We return to discuss this topic below, in light of the
scenario for the origin of language that we propose.
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The preceding observations may help us understand
how the human capacity for language could emerge from
the primate-general mechanisms. The hypothesis that the
brain basis of language was shaped by the hijacking/
reuse of existing circuits, which already had well-established
uses outside of the context of communication, may be considered in conjunction with two specific such mechanisms
(over and above the general pattern of brain connectivity,
such as the centrality of the pulvinar, noted in endnote 6).
The first is the utilization of the cortical ( prefrontal and
motor)/basal ganglia circuits for learning visuo-motor
sequences [83]—a function that is critical for, among other
tasks, the learning of tool use. The second is the use—
indeed, the indispensability—of the same circuits for
reinforcement learning, which aims to maximize cumulative
expected reward [84 –86].
In light of these considerations, we may supplement our
list of evolutionary considerations with the requirement that
the proposed ecological–behavioural context for the evolution of the capacity for language was a setting that would
have supported co-option and temporal coupling of the circuits involved in temporal sequencing and hierarchical
processing with those involved in communication. Such a
context must be one that does not initially rely on the coupled
action of these mechanisms in order to exist, but which is
likely to reliably prompt their simultaneous use again and
again throughout an individual’s lifetime and across generations. This simultaneous use would have had to be
advantageous, such that individuals in whom the mechanisms tended to couple with one another more readily had
an advantage.
One scenario that meets these requirements is the teaching
of tool use—a task whose brain basis, perceptual/motor
and social/communicative aspects are close enough to
those of language to suggest that it may have made protolanguage adaptive [54,87], thereby facilitating the reuse and
temporal coupling of brain mechanisms and driving the
evolution of language as we know it. Interestingly, this
coupling may have been facilitated by the dual role of the
cortical/basal ganglia circuits both in perceptual-motor behaviour and in reinforcement learning, since feedback for
effective dyadic communication and successful learning
would provide immediate social reward alongside the attendant advantages of social transmission of knowledge. In the
next section, we describe this scenario in some detail and
discuss its implications.
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Related ideas regarding the context in which language arose
have been put forward previously, albeit not in a form that
links them with the requirement of co-occurrence of communication and temporal sequencing of actions, which could have
led to the language-unique coupling of brain circuits. Laland
[54] and others [87,97] proposed, on the basis of evolutionary
considerations that highlight honest signalling and cultural
niche construction, that the context of language evolution
was in teaching among kin. Stout and others [67,98,99] hypothesized that tool-making and its instruction gave rise to
language; they provide an elaborate analysis of the neural correlates of the two behaviours and use experiments to
demonstrate the effects of learning stone knapping on functional connectivity in the brain and of tool production on
neural activation.7 We endorse these accounts, and suggest
that combining them leads to a powerful working hypothesis
regarding the origins of the capacity for language.
The account we proposed is in line with the evolutionary
considerations we have laid out; importantly, it also provides
an explanation for the fact that language evolved only in
humans, as an outcome (and perhaps also a driver) of
humans’ increasing reliance on a culturally constructed niche
for their survival. This is a context that changes rapidly, relying
on learned knowledge, in which teaching and effective information transfer are highly advantageous. Such learning and
teaching requirements, coupled with the anchoring of some
of the most critical human skills in the physical realm of
sequential behaviour in tool production, offer a natural context
that bridges communication and sequential and hierarchical
processing, which are largely separate from one another in
other apes. It also accounts for the referential nature of

7. The case for tool-making instruction as a key
facilitator of the emergence of language
We now proceed to list, and briefly discuss the significance
of, sources of evidence in favour of the COCO hypothesis,
drawing on studies in archaeology, cognitive and
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(c) Some remarks

language and suggests a way in which it could have arisen
gradually, as each incremental improvement in the ability to
refer to seen and—later—unseen aspects of the demonstrated
process would have been independently advantageous. This
is particularly true given that this cultural context is distinguished by the need for precision in some of its components.8
The debate regarding the hypothesis of the gestural origin
of language can now be reconsidered. The ecological context
of language origin that we propose assigns a major role to
physical manipulation and motor behaviour, the fundamental tenets of the gestural hypothesis [20,21]. Importantly,
these are called upon in our scenario, at least in the primal
phase of language evolution, in a functional context without
a communicative intent, namely in the service of producing
or manipulating tools. However, the recruitment of gestural
behaviour, alongside vocal communication, would have
been natural and probably occurred early on, for instance in
the form of repeating a functional manual gesture multiple
times for emphasis, or miming a functional manipulation
before it takes place to aid the learner in parsing and interpreting the sequence of actions. In this context, not only are
the gestural and vocal approaches not mutually exclusive,
they complement each other. The joint involvement of both
modalities in the emergence of language is, according to
our proposal, to be expected. This notion is also consistent
with the multimodal nature of language [48,102].
Although alternative hypotheses of the origin of language
invoke different behavioural settings, it would be naive to
suggest that any single ecological context such as the teaching
of tool production to kin was the exclusive driver of language
evolution. First, the teaching of tool production is but one of
many social behaviours that share features that we hold to be
crucial in supporting the evolution of language. Coordinated
manipulation of objects, as in constructing a shelter or using
a large hunting net, for example, is one of these (see discussion
in [103]). Second, multiple contexts that an individual experiences throughout life are likely to have shaped each of the
systems involved in the emergence of language. Thus, for
example, the cultural practice of tool use and production,
which requires the learning and honing of very precise,
highly intentional and sometimes non-intuitive, motor
manipulation, and which had probably evolved in the hominin
lineage for millions of years before the emergence of language
[21], is likely to have primed and selected for brain mechanisms
that later—through coupling with the communication circuitry—gave rise to language. Finally, once language or protolanguage began to develop and as it developed, it would
have been rapidly applied to additional contexts, which—in
turn—would have added to the sum of selective pressures
that act on this composite trait [104]. We suggest that the context of teaching tool production and use served as a primal and
primary context for the evolution of language and the capacity
for it, but additional contexts necessarily played a role even in
the early stages of language evolution and even more so as this
capacity evolved.
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transition in question, our hominin ancestors possessed brain
mechanisms that enabled them (a) to engage in the hierarchical
planning and sequential control of actions and (b) to perform
elementary communication acts consisting of isolated manual
and vocal gestures. The main components of the mechanisms
supporting (a) and (b) were homologous, respectively, to the
cortical/basal ganglia circuits mentioned above and the
primate-general ‘limbic communication system’ [24].
One kind of behaviour that is enabled by hierarchical planning and sequential control and may benefit from concurrent
communication is instruction in tool-making and tool use
[54,97]. We propose a process that plays out on two timescales.
The first occurs along an individual’s lifetime: individuals who
learned and taught tool-making while at the same time engaging in elementary communication learned and taught more
efficiently, produced better tools and enjoyed a selective
advantage. Developmentally, this would have led to the coupling of the circuits involved (as per Hebb’s idea that neurons
that ‘fire together, wire together’). Such yoking of the two
sets of mechanisms is likely to have occurred unconsciously,
reinforced directly by the increase in instructional success.
Over an evolutionary timescale, natural selection favoured
the lineages of individuals in whose brains the coordination
between these two activities was more readily facilitated by
changing functional connectivity. Since variation also exists
and occasionally arises in the innate aspects of brain architecture, selection also would have favoured lineages in which
greater coupling of communication and serial order was
genetically determined via newly emerging circuitry.
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(a) Arguments from archaeology

(b) Arguments from cognitive/computational
psychology
The behavioural contexts of communal tool use and toolmaking jointly activate cognitive mechanisms that are also
employed in a range of other situations and tasks, both in
humans and, to various extents, in other primates. These
include, on the one hand, sequentially and hierarchically structured action control and, on the other hand, communication and
social manipulation (see [7], for behavioural and computational
analyses, concrete examples of relevant tasks, and extensive
references). Socially shared tool-related activities, and especially
tool-making instruction, are therefore prime candidates for the
kind of context that first brought together previously unrelated
abilities that had existed in the hominin line, making their integration and the subsequent emergence of modern capacity for
language initially and continually adaptive.

(c) Arguments from developmental psychology
The tool-making pedagogy hypothesis of language origin fits
naturally with the view of language as a skill (e.g. [115,116]).
None of the skills that distinguish humans from other animals—with the exception of the skill to learn language and
other complex behaviours—are available at birth: all must be
learned. Just like the learning of other complex skills, language
acquisition involves social interaction [117–119] and possibly
even instruction [120]. The presumably innate foundation
over which the specifically linguistic skills are built during
ontogeny, the ease with which humans combine communicative influence and reference with complex sequential
hierarchical structuring of actions, may be considered an ‘evolutionary fossil’ of the social skill-transmission context in which
the two components of this combination first came together.
A less indirect type of evidence for the existence of a
common neural substrate for gesturing, object manipulation,
tool use and communication can be obtained by studying the
trajectories of development of these behaviours throughout
childhood, with particular stress on early phases of their
acquisition (e.g. studies discussed in [98]).

(d) Arguments from neuroscience
The evolutionary convergence, as well as the behavioural, computational and developmental commonalities between
language and other advanced human skills, would be difficult
to explain were the brain basis of language confined to the cortical Broca’s and Wernicke’s areas, as most introductory
textbooks still have it. The understanding that emerges from
dozens of studies is, however, that most brain areas, both cortical and subcortical, participate in supporting most tasks that
have been considered [61], with language processing being no
less distributed ([58,121]; see [7], §5, for a brief synthesis). The
critical question is, of course, what made the brain mechanisms
underlying various relevant behaviours that had been in place
prior to the emergence of (proto-) language particularly (and,
among all species, uniquely) suitable for supporting such
emergence. The answer, based on the discussion of the brain
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Language does not fossilize in a manner that leaves tangible
archaeological footprints. Accordingly, any link between
language and archaeological findings is inferential, and is
often deep in the realm of speculation. Various artefacts have
been viewed as evidence of complex cognitive abilities and
effective means of cultural transmission; some researchers
have postulated that certain findings, such as composite
tools, cave paintings and artefacts suggestive of symbolic
thought such as beads, were unlikely to have been produced
in the absence of language [93,105–108]. Even if such inference
is taken at face value, it provides, at best, a limit regarding the
time frame in which language may have emerged [107,108],
but does not tell us much about the context of its origin.
It has been argued that morphological changes in the
vocal apparatus or brain structures, whose existence may be
inferred from the skull’s shape, can serve as evidence regarding language use [107]. We find this unlikely, in light of the
fact that language can be carried out fully over a gestural
modality as in sign language, and that multiple brain regions
are involved in language use while no brain region serves
language alone.9
However, a new discipline—experimental archaeology—is
rapidly bridging the gap between the archaeological record
and the neural and behavioural dynamics that it may reflect.
This approach involves the study of apes (human and nonhuman) as they manipulate and produce tools and while
they teach and learn these skills [97,110]. Aided by neuroimaging technology, these studies explore the brain mechanisms
involved, and, coupled with studies of comparative neuroanatomy, highlight the changes in brain activation and connectivity
patterns in response to and in support of tool use, on timescales
ranging from seconds to years [82]. They also allow comparison between the brain structures involved in tool use by
humans and other apes, fleshing out the possible results of
natural selection on this behaviour [111,112].
These studies have provided some of the evidence of the
overlap discussed earlier between brain mechanisms that support tool use and those that support language. They are also
in line with the idea that producing certain tools, but not
others, might be associated with qualitatively different cognitive
mechanisms, and that these mechanisms, in turn, may be in
accord with a related linguistic capacity: Stout et al.
[110,113,114] find that Oldowan tool production requires the
activation of praxis-oriented neural circuitry in both humans
and bonobos, while the production of late Acheulean tools
incorporates, in addition to these, circuitry associated with hierarchical organization, abstract action representation, semantic/
syntactic integration and long-distance syntactic dependencies.
This makes much sense, as the production of Acheulean tools
requires the achievement of technological sub-goals, which are
interdependent in a manner similar to syntactic dependencies.
They also discovered that the same circuits are activated upon
observing another individual’s production of Acheulean tools,
and that in experienced stone knappers who observe another
individual’s work, neural circuitry associated with intention
attribution is activated [67]. We suggest that although these findings cannot prove that language evolved in the context of

technological pedagogy, the coordinated neural activation of
the primary elements of linguistic communication, sequential
and hierarchical processing and inference of another individual’s internal state, during tool production or observation,
constitutes compelling support for this hypothesis.
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developmental psychology and neuroscience. Many of the
points that we make here recap material already mentioned
in §§2 –5.
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A number of predictions can be derived from the COCO
hypothesis, which may direct analysis and interpretation of
empirical findings and can suggest directions for further
exploration.
(1) We predict structural similarities (of the kind that exists
between tutor and juvenile songs in the zebra finch;
[122]) between (i) transcripts of manual skill pedagogy
and (ii) child-directed speech (CDS). In particular, various structural characteristics of CDS, such as the
prevalence of variation sets (e.g. [123]) are known to
change over time as infants grow older and become
more proficient in language (e.g. [124]). Given the parallels between linguistic development and skill instruction
mentioned earlier, we expect a similar developmental trajectory to be found in both cases. Ideally, both language
and skill pedagogy episodes should be analysed in their
full multimodal complexity, in full detail [125], and using
state of the art computational tools [126].
(2) If some component of the cognitive coupling has not
become innate and remains dependent on experience, we
should expect that exposure to linguistic sequences that
are coupled with dynamics in the visuo-motor modality,
such that these circuits’ activation is coordinated, would
be a particularly effective way of supporting language
learning. This may be testable experimentally.
(3) The COCO hypothesis is founded on the assertion that
communication that is coupled with tool use would facilitate its social transmission. This can be tested in
experiments, particularly with children. Dimensions of
interest would include whether (and how) children
choose to incorporate coupled communication in their
demonstration of a physical skill, when instructed to
teach the skill or to help another child acquire it; whether
doing so increases transmission efficacy; how communication that accompanies the physical demonstration
changes along transmission chains that include multiple
children; what kind of communication is added, e.g. gestural or vocal, linguistic or non-linguistic; and how this
changes as a function of age, earlier experience or the
details of the instructions provided.
(4) It may be useful to study the manner in which human
cognition accommodates evolutionarily novel tasks
other than language and how new skills emerge when
provided with a cultural context that makes them beneficial or that reinforces them socially. Such are the
skills related to reading and writing, complex mathematics and the perception of virtual reality settings and the

To summarize, our hypothesis on the origin of language,
the COCO hypothesis, rests on the notion that language is a
means by which individuals influence one another’s state,
through communicating information in a manner that is
characterized by serial order and hierarchical structure,
imposed over referential vocal (or other physical) gestures.
This view of language highlights its reliance on two sets of
pre-existing neural mechanisms, those involved in communication and those involved in serial behaviour, giving rise to
the central tenet of our theory: that the coupling of these
mechanisms triggered the emergence of language. Adopting
an evolutionary perspective in searching for a plausible proximate mechanism and an ecological context in which
language could have emerged, we suggest that the most
likely setting that induced this neural coupling was instruction in tool use and tool production.
Our COCO hypothesis provides an important missing link
connecting three previously suggested takes on language and
its evolution: theories that propose that language evolved in
the context of teaching among kin [54,67,87,97]; theories that
highlight the reliance of language on pre-existing neural substrates of communication and of hierarchical and serial order
processing (e.g. [57,61,98]); and observations showing that
these neural circuits are common to language and to tool production and use (e.g. [67,98]). These three takes, respectively,
suggest a selective force that could favour efficient communication, provide an invaluable mechanistic description of the
solution that evolved in response to this challenge and point
out the ‘suspicious coincidence’ that is inherent in the sharing
of neural circuits between language and tool production.
However, even when taken together, these ideas leave open
the question of the concrete step by step evolutionary dynamics that (i) plausibly led to language as we know it and not
to some other solution to the evolutionary challenge,10 and
(ii) would offer a causal explanation of the ‘suspicious
coincidence’ on the level of neural implementation.
The COCO hypothesis fills this lacuna: it proposes an
account of specific dynamics that would have taken place
while teaching a structured skill such as tool production and
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8. Predictions and summary

behaviour in them (e.g. [127,128]). In particular, it may
be interesting to study whether different timing of the
exposure to these settings along the individual’s cognitive developmental trajectory affects the manner in
which they are accommodated by neural circuitry.
(5) The COCO hypothesis ascribes a prominent role in
language to coupling between neural circuits, which may
occur with greater ease if linguistic exposure begins early
in cognitive development. In this light, perhaps some
differences between first and second languages, which
are learned at a later age, stem from different efficacy of
coupling between circuits that were evolutionarily
involved in non-linguistic communication and circuits
related to serial order and hierarchical processing. This
possibility suggests that there should be prominent differences between first and second languages in the ease and
fluency with which individuals process and produce utterances that include complex or high-order syntactic
dependencies. An indication that this is the case may be
found in existing studies (e.g. [129,130], but see also a
different result, perhaps due to the influence of explicit
language instruction, in [131]), but targeted exploration
of this possibility may yield interesting insight.
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basis of language in §5 above, is twofold. First, the relevant
behaviours, as per the tool-making pedagogy hypothesis,
included sequential hierarchical planning and control, together
with social engagement and attempted influence or ‘communication’. Second, the circuits that controlled these behaviours (as
mentioned in §5) became functionally interdependent, a development that facilitated their subsequent greater anatomical
affinity, as documented in modern humans (see [67] for a
detailed survey of the relevant circuits and a discussion of
the significance of the anatomical and functional findings for
the ‘technological’ hypothesis of language origin).
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of the number system. Unless the mind already possesses the basic
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principles, no amount of evidence could provide them; and they
are completely beyond the intellectual range of other organisms.’
2
Cf. Koziol et al. [63, p. 156]: ‘Expressive language impairments include
word finding difficulties and abnormal syntax with agrammatism,
long latency and brief responses, reluctance to engage in conversation.
Verbal fluency is decreased, affecting phonemic (letter) more than
semantic (category) naming. Mutism occurs following acute injury
such as surgery involving the vermis, mostly in children but also to
varying degrees in adults. Poor control of volume, pitch and tone can
produce high-pitched, hypophonic speech.’
3
Neural reuse also occurs, necessarily, in dealing with tasks that did
not accompany our species throughout most of its evolutionary history and that are unlikely to have had time to affect our innate
brain structures. Examples of such tasks are reading and writing, carrying out complex mathematical calculations and accommodating
settings such as virtual reality, from watching television to actively
engaging in it, as in gaming.
4
As in ‘animal communication’; our use of the term does not constitute
an endorsement of the construal of language as message-passing.
5
The specific hypothesis of Ackermann et al. [24], which we do not
necessarily endorse, is that the new circuit consisted of a monosynaptic connection between cortical ‘language’ areas and the motor area
that controls the laryngeal muscles.
6
Notably, in addition to the cortex and the midbrain visual attention
circuits, changes following learning to read were found in the
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7
Cf. Engels [100], writing in 1876: ‘First labour, after it and then with
it speech—these were the two most essential stimuli under the influence of which the brain of the ape gradually changed into that of
man.’
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Notably, hypotheses which highlight the advantages conferred by
propensity to learn and by social status associated with linguistic proficiency, are compatible with this scenario [101].
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Additionally, recent findings show that previously, the productive
abilities of monkeys’ vocal tracts significantly underestimated their
vocal capacity. In fact, monkey vocal tracts appear to be speechready [109].
10
That some of the subject matter of communication during teaching
was structured (tool production) does not imply that the communication itself had to be structured identically. Conceivably,
for example, a communication system could be improved through
an increase in referentiality, without incorporating structure.
Even communicating about hierarchically structured tools is
possible using non-hierarchical referential sequences. Such communication may indeed have been an intermediate phase of language
evolution [132].
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that would include neural coupling of existing initially independent neural mechanisms—a coupling that occurred in
individuals during development, via neural plasticity. Heritable variation among individuals in the efficiency of this
coupling would have allowed natural selection to gradually
increase the innate coupling between the mechanisms or select
for factors that increase the rapidity of the developmental coupling. This would eventually give rise to a communication
system that, completely non-coincidentally, shares neural correlates of structure and serial order with tool production: human
language.
Finally, the human-unique reliance on a cultural niche in
which interaction with the environment is heavily mediated
by tools, and which entirely depends on culturally acquired
knowledge, may explain why language evolved only in the
hominin lineage. Language not only stems from this unique cultural niche; it also supports it, suggesting that the two have coevolved in a tight loop of positive feedback, playing a prominent role in the shaping of humanity as we know it. The
emergence of language from the humble origins of simple
tool production has thus set off the process that boosted the cognitive ability of one species over all others and has allowed it, for
good and for bad, to transform the face of the planet.
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